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About this chapter

In this chapter we will look at the real-time control of music performance on a
higher level dealing with semantic/gestural descriptions rather than the con-
trol of each note as in a musical instrument. It is similar to the role of the
conductor in a traditional orchestra. The conductor controls the overall inter-
pretation of the piece but leaves the execution of the notes to the musicians. A
computer-based music performance system typically consists of a human con-
troller using gestures that are tracked and analysed by a computer generating
the performance. An alternative could be to use audio input. In this case the
system would follow a musician or even computer-generated music.
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7.1 Introduction

What do we mean by higher level control? The methods for controlling a music
performance can be divided in three different categories: (1) Tempo/dynamics.
A simple case is to control the instantaneous values of tempo and dynamics of a
performance. (2) Performance models. Using performance models for musical
structure, such as the KTH rule system (see also Section 7.2.1), it is possible
to control performance details such as how to perform phrasing, articulation,
accents and other aspect of a musical performance. (3) Semantic descriptions.
These descriptions can be an emotional expression such as aggressive, dreamy,
melancholic or typical performance instructions (often referring to motion)
such as andante or allegretto. The input gestures/audio can by analysed in
different ways roughly similar to the three control categories above. However,
the level of detail obtained by using the performance models cannot in the
general case be deduced from a gesture/audio input. Therefore, the analysis
has to be based on average performance parameters. A short overview of
audio analysis including emotion descriptions is found in Section 7.3.1. The
analysis of gesture cues is described in Chapter 6.

Several conductor systems using control of tempo and dynamics (thus
mostly category 1) have been constructed in the past. The Radio Baton system,
designed by Mathews (1989), was one of the first systems and it is still used
both for conducting a score as well as a general controller. The Radio Baton
controller consists of two sticks (2 radio senders) and a rectangular plate (the
receiving antenna). The 3D position of each stick above the plate is measured.
Typically one stick is used for beating the time and the other stick is used
for controlling dynamics. Using the Conductor software, a symbolic score (a
converted MIDI file) is played through a MIDI synthesiser. The system is
very precise in the sense that the position of each beat is exactly given by
the downbeat gesture of the stick. This allows for very accurate control of
tempo but also requires practice - even for an experienced conductor! A
more recent system controlling both audio and video is the Personal Orchestra
developed by Borchers et al. (2004) and its further development in You’re
the Conductor (see Lee et al., 2004). These systems are conducted using a
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wireless baton with infrared light for estimating the baton position in two
dimensions. The Personal Orchestra is an installation in House of Music in
Vienna, Austria, where the user can conduct real recordings of the Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra. The tempo of both the audio and the video as well as
the dynamics of the audio can be controlled yielding a very realistic experience.
Due to restrictions in the time manipulation model, tempo is only controlled
in discrete steps. The installation You’re the conductor is also a museum exhibit
but aimed for children rather than adults. Therefore it was carefully designed
to be intuitive and easily used. This time it is recordings of the Boston Pops
orchestra that are conducted. A new time stretching algorithm was developed
allowing any temporal changes of the original recording. From the experience
with children users they found that the most efficient interface was a simple
mapping of gesture speed to tempo and gesture size to volume. Several other
conducting systems have been constructed. For example, the Conductor’s
jacket by Marrin Nakra (2000) senses several body parameters such as muscle
tension and respiration that is translated to musical expression. The Virtual
Orchestra is a graphical 3D simulation of an orchestra controlled by a baton
interface developed by Ilmonen (2000).

A general scheme of a computer-based system for the real-time control
of musical performance can be idealised as made by a “controller” and a
“mapper”. The controller is based on the analysis of audio or gesture input
(i.e. the musician gestures). The analysis provides parameters (i.e. speed and
size of the movements) which can be mapped into acoustic parameters (i.e.
tempo and sound level) responsible for expressive deviations in the musical
performance.

In the following we will look more closely at the mapping between
expressive control gestures and acoustic cues by using music performance
models and semantic descriptions, with special focus on systems which we
have been developing at KTH during the years.
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7.2 Control in musical performance

7.2.1 Control parameters

Expressive music performance implies the control of a set of acoustical pa-
rameters as extensively described in Chapter 5. Once these parameters are
identified, it is important to make models which allow their manipulation in a
musically and aesthetically meaningful way. One approach to this problem is
that provided by the KTH performance rule system. This system is the result
of an on-going long-term research project about music performance initiated
by Johan Sundberg (e.g. Sundberg et al., 1983; Sundberg, 1993; Friberg, 1991;
Friberg and Battel, 2002). The idea of the rule system is to model the variations
introduced by the musician when playing a score. The rule system contains
currently about 30 rules modelling many performance aspects such as different
types of phrasing, accents, timing patterns and intonation (see Table 7.1). Each
rule introduces variations in one or several of the performance variables: IOI
(Inter-Onset Interval), articulation, tempo, sound level, vibrato rate, vibrato
extent as well as modifications of sound level and vibrato envelopes. Most
rules operate on the “raw” score using only note values as input. However,
some of the rules for phrasing as well as for harmonic, melodic charge need
a phrase analysis and a harmonic analysis provided in the score. This means
that the rule system does not in general contain analysis models. This is a
separate and complicated research issue. One exception is the punctuation
rule which includes a melodic grouping analysis (Friberg et al., 1998).
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Table 7.1: Most of the rules in Director Musices (Friberg
et al., 2000), showing the affected performance variables
(sl = sound level, dr = interonset duration, dro = offset
to onset duration, va = vibrato amplitude, dc = cent
deviation from equal temperament in cents).

M P C

Rule Name Performance

Variables

Short Description

High-loud sl The higher the pitch, the louder

Melodic-charge sl dr va Emphasis on notes remote from

current chord

Harmonic-charge sl dr Emphasis on chords remote

from current key

Chromatic-charge dr sl Emphasis on notes closer in

pitch; primarily used for atonal

music

Faster-uphill dr Decrease duration for notes in

uphill motion

Leap-tone-duration dr Shorten first note of an up-leap

and lengthen first note of a

down-leap

Leap-articulation-dro dro Micropauses in leaps

Repetition-articulation-dro dro Micropauses in tone repetitions

M D  M C

Rule Name Performance

Variables

Short Description

Continued on next page
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Table 7.1: (continued)

Duration-contrast dr sl The longer the note, the longer

and louder; and the shorter the

note, the shorter and softer

Duration-contrast-art dro The shorter the note, the longer

the micropause

Score-legato-art dro Notes marked legato in scores

are played with duration over-

lapping with interonset dura-

tion of next note; resulting onset

to offset duration is dr+dro

Score-staccato-art dro Notes marked staccato in scores

are played with micropause; re-

sulting onset to offset duration

is dr-dro

Double-duration dr Decrease duration contrast for

two notes with duration relation

2:1

Social-duration-care dr Increase duration for extremely

short notes

Inegales dr Long-short patterns of consec-

utive eighth notes; also called

swing eighth notes

Ensemble-swing dr Model different timing and

swing ratios in an ensemble pro-

portional to tempo

Offbeat-sl sl Increase sound level at offbeats

I

Continued on next page
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Table 7.1: (continued)

Rule Name Performance

Variables

Short Description

High-sharp dc The higher the pitch, the sharper

Mixed-intonation dc Ensemble intonation combining

both melodic and harmonic in-

tonation

Harmonic-intonation dc Beat-free intonation of chords

relative to root

Melodic-intonation dc Close to Pythagorean tuning,

e.g. with sharp leading tones

P

Rule Name Performance

Variables

Short Description

Punctuation dr dro Automatically locates small

tone groups and marks them

with lengthening of last note

and a following micropause

Phrase-articulation dro dr Micropauses after phrase and

subphrase boundaries, and

lengthening of last note in

phrases

Phrase-arch dr sl Each phrase performed with

arch-like tempo curve: starting

slow, faster in middle, and ritar-

dando towards end; sound level

is coupled so that slow tempo

corresponds to low sound level

Continued on next page
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Table 7.1: (continued)

Final-ritard dr Ritardando at end of piece,

modelled from stopping run-

ners

S

Rule Name Performance

Variables

Short Description

Melodic-sync dr Generates new track consisting

of all tone onsets in all tracks; at

simultaneous onsets, note with

maximum melodic charge is se-

lected; all rules applied on this

sync track, and resulting du-

rations are transferred back to

original tracks

Bar-sync dr Synchronise tracks on each bar

line

The rules are designed using two methods, (1) the analysis-by-synthesis
method, and (2) the analysis-by-measurements method. In the first method,
the musical expert, Lars Frydén in the case of the KTH performance rules,
tells the scientist how a particular performance principle functions (see 5.3.1).
The scientist implements it, e.g. by implementing a function in lisp code. The
expert musician tests the new rules by listening to its effect produced on a
musical score. Eventually the expert asks the scientist to change or calibrate
the functioning of the rule. This process is iterated until the expert is satisfied
with the results. An example of a rule obtained by applying the analysis-
by-synthesis method is the Duration Contrast rule in which shorter notes are
shortened and longer notes are lengthened (Friberg, 1991). The analysis-by-
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measurements method consists of extracting new rules by analyzing databases
of performances (see 5.3.1). For example two databases have been used for
the design of the articulation rules. One database consisted in the same piece
of music1 performed by five pianists with nine different expressive intentions.
The second database was made by thirteen Mozart piano sonatas performed by
a professional pianist. The performances of both databases were all made on
computer-monitored grand pianos, a Yamaha Disklavier for the first database,
and a Bösendorfer SE for the second one (Bresin and Battel, 2000; Bresin and
Widmer, 2000).

For each rule there is one main parameter k which controls the overall
rule amount. When k = 0 there is no effect of the rule and when k = 1 the effect
of the rule is considered normal. However, this “normal” value is selected
arbitrarily by the researchers and should be used only for the guidance of
parameter selection. By making a selection of rules and k values, different
performance styles and performer variations can be simulated. Therefore, the
rule system should be considered as a musician’s toolbox rather than providing
a fixed interpretation (see Figure 7.1).

Figure 7.1: Functioning scheme of the KTH performance rule system.

A main feature of the rule system is that most rules are related to the
performance of different structural elements in the music (Friberg and Battel,
2002). Thus, for example, the phrasing rules enhance the division in phrases
already apparent in the score. This indicates an interesting limitation for
the freedom of expressive control: it is not possible to violate the inherent

1Andante movement of Mozart’s sonata in G major, K 545.
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musical structure. One example would be to make ritardandi and accelerandi
in the middle of a phrase. From our experience with the rule system such a
violation will inevitably not be perceived as musical. However, this toolbox
for marking structural elements in the music can also be used for modelling
musical expression on the higher semantic level.

Director Musices2 (DM) is the main implementation of the rule sys-
tem and is a stand-alone lisp program available for Windows, MacOS, and
GNU/Linux documented in (Friberg et al., 2000) and (Bresin et al., 2002).

7.2.2 Mapping: from acoustic cues to high-level descriptors

Emotional expressive music performances can easily be modelled using dif-
ferent selections of KTH rules and their parameters as demonstrated by Bresin
and Friberg (2000). Studies in psychology of music have shown that it is
possible to communicate different emotional intentions by manipulating the
acoustical parameters which characterise a specific musical instrument (Juslin,
2001). For instance in piano performance it is possible to control duration and
sound level of each note. In string and blowing instruments it is also possible
to control attack time, the vibrato and spectral energy. Table 7.2 shows a pos-
sible organisation of rules and their k parameters for obtaining performances
with different expressions anger, happiness and sadness.

Table 7.2: Cue profiles for emotions Anger, Happiness
and Sadness, as outlined by Juslin (2001), and com-
pared with the rule set-up utilised for the synthesis of
expressive performances with Director Musices (DM)

A

Expressive Cue Juslin Macro-Rule in DM

Continued on next page

2http://www.speech.kth.se/music/performance/download/dm-download.html
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Table 7.2: (continued)

Tempo Fast Tone IOI is shortened by 20%

Sound level High Sound level is increased by 8 dB

Abrupt tone attacks Phrase arch rule applied on

phrase level and on sub-phrase

level

Articulation Staccato Duration contrast articulation

rule

Time deviations Sharp duration con-

trasts

Duration contrast rule

Small tempo variabil-

ity

Punctuation rule

H

Expressive Cue Juslin Macro-Rule in DM

Tempo Fast Tone IOI is shortened by 15%

Sound level High Sound level is increased by 3 dB

Articulation Staccato Duration contrast articulation

rule

Large articulation

variability

Score articulation rules

Time deviations Sharp duration con-

trasts

Duration contrast rule

Small timing varia-

tions

Punctuation rule

S

Continued on next page
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Table 7.2: (continued)

Expressive Cue Juslin Macro-Rule in DM

Tempo Slow Tone IOI is lengthened by 30%

Sound level Low Sound level is decreased by 6 dB

Articulation Legato Duration contrast articulation

rule

Articulation Small articulation

variability

Score legato articulation rule

Time deviations Soft duration contrasts Duration contrast rule

Large timing varia-

tions

Phrase arch rule applied on

phrase level and sub-phrase

level

Phrase arch rule applied on sub-

phrase level

Final ritardando Obtained from the Phrase rule

with the next parameter

7.3 Applications

7.3.1 A fuzzy analyser of emotional expression in music and
gestures

An overview of the analysis of emotional expression is given in Chapter 5. We
will here3 focus on one of such analysis systems aimed at real time applications.
As mentioned, for basic emotions such as happiness, sadness or anger, there
is a rather simple relationship between the emotional description and the cue

3This section is a modification and shortening of the paper by Friberg (2005)
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values (i.e. measured parameters such as tempo, sound level or articulation).
Since we are aiming at real-time playing applications we will focus here on
performance cues such as tempo and dynamics. The emotional expression
in body gestures has also been investigated but to a lesser extent than in
music. Camurri et al. (2003) analysed and modelled the emotional expression
in dancing. Boone and Cunningham (1998) investigated children’s movement
patterns when they listened to music with different emotional expressions.
Dahl and Friberg (2004) investigated movement patterns of a musician playing
a piece with different emotional expressions. These studies all suggested
particular movement cues related to the emotional expression, similar to how
we decode the musical expression. We follow the idea that musical expression
is intimately coupled to expression in body gestures and biological motion in
general (see Friberg and Sundberg, 1999; Juslin et al., 2002). Therefore, we
try to apply similar analysis approaches to both domains. Table 7.3 presents
typical results from previous studies in terms of qualitative descriptions of
cue values. As seen in the Table, there are several commonalities in terms of
cue descriptions between motion and music performance. For example, anger
is characterised by both fast gestures and fast tempo. The research regarding
emotional expression yielding the qualitative descriptions as given in Table 7.3
was the starting point for the development of current algorithms.

The first prototype that included an early version of the fuzzy analyser
was a system that allowed a dancer to control the music by changing dancing
style. It was called The Groove Machine and was presented in a performance at
Kulturhuset, Stockholm 2002. Three motion cues were used, QoM, maximum
velocity of gestures in the horizontal plane, and the time between gestures
in the horizontal plane, thus slightly different from the description above.
The emotions analysed were (as in all applications here) anger, happiness,
and sadness. The mixing of three corresponding audio loops was directly
controlled by the fuzzy analyser output (for a more detailed description see
Lindstrom et al., 2005).
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Emotion Motion cues Music performance cues

Anger Large Loud

Fast Fast

Uneven Staccato

Jerky Sharp timbre

Sadness Small Soft

Slow Slow

Even soft Legato

Happiness Large Loud

Rather fast Fast

Staccato

Small tempo variability

Table 7.3: A characterisation of different emotional expressions in terms of cue
values for body motion and music performance. Data taken from Dahl and
Friberg (2004) and Juslin (2001).

7.3.2 Real-time visualisation of expression in music perfor-
mance

The ExpressiBall, developed by Roberto Bresin, is a way to visualise a music
performance in terms of a ball on a computer screen (Friberg et al., 2002). A
microphone is connected to the computer and the output of the fuzzy analyser
as well as the basic cue values are used for controlling the appearance of
the ball. The position of the ball is controlled by tempo, sound level and
a combination of attack velocity and spectral energy, the shape of the ball is
controlled by the articulation (rounded-legato, polygon-staccato) and the color
of the ball is controlled by the emotion analysis (red-angry, blue-sad, yellow-
happy), see Figure 7.2. The choice of color mapping was motivated by recent
studies relating color to musical expression (Bresin, 2005). The ExpressiBall
can be used as a pedagogical tool for music students or the general public. It
may give an enhanced feedback helping to understand the musical expression.

Greta Music is another application for visualizing music expression.
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Figure 7.2: Two different examples of the Expressiball giving visual feedback
of musical performance. Dimensions used in the interface are: X = tempo, Y =

sound pressure level, Z = spectrum (attack time and spectrum energy), Shape
= articulation, Colour = emotion. The left figure shows the feedback for a sad
performance. The right figure shows the feedback for an angry performance.

In Greta Music the ball metaphor was replaced by the expressive face of the
Greta 4 Embodied Conversational Agent (ECA) (Mancini et al., 2007). Here the
high-level descriptors, i.e. the emotion labels, are mapped into the emotional
expression of the ECA. The values of the extracted acoustical parameters are
mapped into movement controls of Greta, e.g. tempo in the musical perfor-
mance is mapped into the movement speed of Greta, and sound level into the
spatial extension of her head movements.

7.3.3 The “Ghost in the Cave” game

Another application that makes use of the fuzzy analyser is the collaborative
game Ghost in the Cave (Rinman et al., 2004). It uses as its main input control
either body motion or voice. One of the tasks of the game is to express
different emotions either with the body or the voice; thus, both modalities are
analysed using the fuzzy analyser described above. The game is played in
two teams each with a main player, see Figure 7.3. The task for each team is to
control a fish avatar in an underwater environment and to go to three different
caves. In the caves there is a ghost appearing expressing different emotions.
Now the main players have to express the same emotion, causing their fish to

4http://www.speech.kth.se/music/projects/gretamusic/
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Figure 7.3: Picture from the first realisation of the game Ghost in the Cave.
Motion player to the left (in white) and voice player to the right (in front of the
microphones).

change accordingly. Points are given for the fastest navigation and the fastest
expression of emotions in each subtask. The whole team controls the speed
of the fish as well as the music by their motion activity. The body motion
and the voice of the main players are measured with a video camera and a
microphone, respectively, connected to two computers running two different
fuzzy analysers described above. The team motion is estimated by small
video cameras (webcams) measuring the Quantity of Motion (QoM). QoM for
the team motion was categorised in three levels (high, medium, low) using
fuzzy set functions. The music consisted of pre-composed audio sequences,
all with the same tempo and key, corresponding to the three motion levels. The
sequences were faded in and out directly by control of the fuzzy set functions.
One team controlled the drums and one team controlled the accompaniment.
The Game has been set up five times since the first realisation at the Stockholm
Music Acoustics Conference 2003, including the Stockholm Art and Science
festival, Konserthuset, Stockholm, 2004, and Oslo University, 2004.
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7.3.4 pDM – Real-time control of the KTH rule system

pDM contains a set of mappers that translate high-level expression descrip-
tions into rule parameters. We have mainly used emotion descriptions (happy,
sad, angry, tender) but also other descriptions such as hard, light, heavy or soft
have been implemented. The emotion descriptions have the advantages that
there has been substantial research made describing the relation between emo-
tions and musical parameters (Sloboda and Juslin, 2001; Bresin and Friberg,
2000). Also, these basic emotions are easily understood by laymen. Typically,
these kinds of mappers have to be adapted to the intended application as well
as considering the function of the controller being another computer algorithm
or a gesture interface. Usually there is a need for interpolation between the
descriptions. One option implemented in pDM is to use a 2D plane in which
each corner is specified in terms of a set of rule weightings corresponding to
a certain description. When moving in the plane the rule weightings are in-
terpolated in a semi-linear fashion. This 2D interface can easily be controlled
directly with the mouse. In this way, the well-known Activity-Valence space
for describing emotional expression can be implemented (Juslin, 2001). Ac-
tivity is related to high or low energy and Valence is related to positive or
negative emotions. The quadrants of the space can be characterised as happy
(high activity, positive valence), angry (high activity, negative valence), tender
(low activity, positive valence), and sad (low activity, negative valence). An
installation using pDM in which the user can change the emotional expression
of the music while it is playing is currently part of the exhibition “Se Hjärnan”
(Swedish for “See the Brain”) touring Sweden for two years.

7.3.5 A home conducting system

Typically the conductor expresses by gestures overall aspects of the perfor-
mance and the musician interprets these gestures and fills in the musical de-
tails. However, previous conducting systems have often been restricted to
the control of tempo and dynamics. This means that the finer details will be
static and out of control. An example would be the control of articulation.
The articulation is important for setting the gestural and motion quality of
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Figure 7.4: Overall schematic view of a home conducting system.

the performance but cannot be applied on an average basis. Amount of ar-
ticulation (staccato) is set on a note-by-note basis dependent on melodic line
and grouping, as reported by Bresin and Battel (2000) and Bresin and Widmer
(2000). This makes it too difficult for a conductor to control it directly. By
using the KTH rule system with pDM described above, these finer details of
the performance can be controlled on a higher level without the necessity to
shape each individual note. Still the rule system is quite complex with a large
number of parameters. Therefore, the important issue when making such a
conducting system is the mapping of gesture parameters to music parameters.
Tools and models for doing gesture analysis in terms of semantic descriptions
of expression have recently been developed (see Chapter 6). Thus, by connect-
ing such a gesture analyser to pDM we have a complete system for controlling
the overall expressive features of a score. An overview of the general system
is given in Figure 7.4.

Recognition of emotional expression in music has been shown to be
an easy task for most listeners including children from about 6 years of age
even without any musical training (Peretz, 2001). Therefore, by using simple
high-level emotions descriptions such as (happy, sad, angry) the system have
the potential of being intuitive and easily understood by most users including
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children. Thus, we envision a system that can be used by the listeners in their
homes rather than a system used for the performers on the stage. Our main
design goals have been a system that is (1) easy and fun to use for novices as
well as experts, (2) realised on standard equipment using modest computer
power. In the following we will describe the system in more detail, starting
with the gesture analysis followed by different mapping strategies.

Gesture cue extraction We use a small video camera (webcam) as input
device. The video signal is analysed with the EyesWeb tools for gesture recog-
nition (Camurri et al., 2000). The first step is to compute the difference signal
between video frames. This is a simple and convenient way of removing
all background (static) information in the picture. Thus, there is no need to
worry about special lightning, clothes or background content. For simplicity,
we have been using a limited set of tools within EyesWeb such as the overall
quantity of motion (QoM), x y position of the overall motion, size and velocity
of horizontal and vertical gestures.

Mapping gesture cues to rule parameters Depending on the desired applica-
tion and user ability the mapping strategies can be divided in three categories:

Level 1 (listener level) The musical expression is controlled in terms of
basic emotions (happy, sad, angry). This creates an intuitive and simple music
feedback comprehensible without the need for any particular musical knowl-
edge.

Level 2 (simple conductor level) Basic overall musical features are con-
trolled using for example the energy-kinematics space previously found rele-
vant for describing the musical expression (Canazza et al., 2003).

Level 3 (advanced conductor level) Overall expressive musical features or
emotional expressions in level 1 and 2 are combined with the explicit control
of each beat similar to the Radio-Baton system.

Using several interaction levels makes the system suitable both for
novices, children and expert users. Contrary to traditional instruments, this
system may “sound good” even for a beginner when using a lower interaction
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level. It can also challenge the user to practice in order to master higher levels
similar to the challenge provided in computer games.
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